
We’ve teamed up to 
help you simplify 
your student debt
Summer has helped thousands of borrowers 

save an average of over $31,000 on their loans. 

Summer makes it easy to start saving


Receive custom recommendations 

Enroll seamlessly online 

Stay informed 

Whether you’re looking to lower your monthly payment or 
pay off your loans fast, we look at hundreds of federal, 
state, and private options that could help you.


Find an option for you and complete everything online – 
no more complicated paperwork! We’ll double-check 
your forms to help avoid costly mistakes.


You have enough on your mind. We stay on top of all of 
the latest student loan guidelines and keep our borrowers 
up to date on changes that affect them.

Lower Monthly Payments

Total projected savings:

$54,716

Loan Forgiveness

Find your path out of student debt

Visit  to get started today. Access code:
Use  when asked to provide an email for your employment verification at CCP within the application. 

app.meetsummer.org/ccp  ccpsaves

hr@ccp.edu

app.meetsummer.org/onboard/ccp


Automated 
enrollment tools  
for every situation
Sync your loans and stay on track 
It takes less than five minutes to check which 
programs you’re eligible for today. Syncing 
also allows you to track all your loans in one 
simple dashboard.

Stay on track for Public Service Loan Forgiveness 
Our comprehensive Public Service Loan 
Forgiveness tools will help make sure you’re on 
track to have your debt forgiven after 10 years. 


Our student loan experts are on hand to answer 
any questions and double-check your paperwork 
to ensure a seamless experience.

Syncing your 
federal loans...

Lower your payments through free programs 
Many borrowers are eligible for lower monthly payments 
through income-driven repayment (IDR) plans – even down 
to $0 depending on your income. (And you can always 
switch back if you change your mind!)


Enrolling in IDR is a chance to lock in a lower monthly 
payment now while still taking advantage of the 0% 
interest rate. That means your principal balance goes 
down at a rate you can afford.

Find your path out of student debt

Visit  to get started today. Access code:
Use  when asked to provide an email for your employment verification at CCP within the application. 

app.meetsummer.org/ccp  ccpsaves

hr@ccp.edu

app.meetsummer.org/onboard/ccp
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